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In this issue of newsletter we felt that we share with 
you  about  RFID  Technology.  RFID  technology  is 
becoming very popular with the libraries these days.

What is RFID?
Short  for  radio  frequency  identification,  RFID  is  a 
dedicated  short  range  communication  (DSRC) 
technology. The term RFID is used to describe various 
technologies  that  use  radio  waves  to  automatically 
identify people or objects. RFID technology is similar 
to the bar code identification systems; however one big 
difference between RFID and bar code technology is 
that  RFID does  not  rely  on  the  line-of-sight  reading 
that bar code scanning requires to work.

The Technology Behind RFID
With  RFID,  the  electromagnetic  or  electrostatic 
coupling  in  the  RF  (radio  frequency)  portion  of  the 
electromagnetic spectrum is used to transmit signals. 
An  RFID  system  consists  of  an  antenna  and  a 
transceiver,  which  read  the  radio  frequency  and 
transfer  the  information  to  a  processing  device 
(reader) and a transponder, or RF tag, which contains 
the  RF  circuitry  and  information  to  be  transmitted. 
The  antenna  provides  the  means  for  the  integrated 
circuit  to transmit  its  information to  the reader that 
converts the radio waves reflected back from the RFID 
tag into digital information that can then be passed on 
to computers that can analyze the data.

In  RFID  systems,  the  tags  that  hold  the  data  are 
broken down into two different types. Passive tags use 
the radio frequency from the reader to transmit their 
signal.  Passive  tags  will  generally  have  their  data 
permanently  burned  into  the  tag  when  it  is  made, 
although some can be rewritten.

Active tags are much more sophisticated and have on-
board battery for power to transmit their data signal 
over  a  greater  distance  and  power  random  access 
memory (RAM) giving them the ability to store up to 
32,000 bytes of data.

RFID Frequencies
Much like tuning in to your favorite radio station, RFID 
tags  and  readers  must  be  tuned  into  the  same 
frequency  to  enable  communications.  RFID  systems 
can use a variety of frequencies to communicate, but 
because  radio  waves  work  and  act  differently  at 
different frequencies, a frequency for a specific RFID 
system  is  often  Dependant  on  its  application.  High 
frequency RFID systems (850 MHz to 950 MHz and 2.4 
GHz  to  2.5  GHz)  offer  transmission  ranges  of  more 
than  90  feet,  although  wavelengths  in  the  2.4  GHz 
range  are  absorbed  by  water,  which  includes  the 
human body, and therefore has limitations.

UHF and HF
RFID  based  on  their  operating  frequencies  are 
categorized  as  UHF (Ultra  High Frequency)  and HF 

(High Frequency). UHF are gaining more importance 
these days because of their durability.

RFID and Libraries
More and more libraries are adapting RFID 
technologies for the mentioned reasons

1. Book theft:  RFID gates detect books that are 
not properly checked out (or not at all checked 
out) near the circulation counter

2. Identify malicious books: Users displace books 
into other sections. Such books are difficult to 
identify.  RFID  detects  these  books  easily.  So 
that  these  books  can  be  sent  back  to  their 
original sections

3. Rapid  stock  verification:  In  fact  stock 
verification is extremely fast as you do not have 
pull books from their racks to record this. Also 
detecting the missing books is also very easy

4. Self check outs and check ins: Users can check 
out and check in books from kiosks and drop 
boxes  respectively.   This  is  a  very  appealing 
functionality  for  the  developed  countries  as 
libraries need to be open 24 hours and having 
circulation staff round the clock is very costly. 

If you feel that any or all of these reasons are 
applicable for your library, you may choose to go for 
RFID.

NewGenLib and RFID
NewGenLib is RFID ready. NewGenLib RFID is based 
on open standards unlike some of the proprietary 
RFIDs. NewGenLib RFID is very affordable and very 
durable.

A Thought for this month
How  can  you  make  the  library  the  most  important 
entity in your organization? Or How do you increase 
the value of the library in your organization? 

We want you to think and send your thoughts to us. We 
will  publish  your  thoughts  in  our  next  newsletter. 
Please  send  us  through  email  to 
newsletter@verussolutions.biz or  send us  an SMS to 
88971 93544

Our contact details
Just in case you forgot our details

Telephone numbers: 040 2771 9699, 2771 
9161/62/63 

Email:  atyourservice@verussolutions.biz

Mailing address: Plot no: 69, Krishnapuri Colony, 
West Marredpally, Secunderabad – 500 026, India.
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